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Early reduced behavioral activity induced
by large strokes affects the efficiency of
enriched environment in rats
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Abstract

The majority of stroke patients develop post-stroke fatigue, a symptom which impairs motivation and diminishes the

success of rehabilitative interventions. We show that large cortical strokes acutely reduce activity levels in rats for 1–2

weeks as a physiological response paralleled by signs of systemic inflammation. Rats were exposed early (1–2 weeks) or

late (3–4 weeks after stroke) to an individually monitored enriched environment to stimulate self-controlled high-

intensity sensorimotor training. A group of animals received Anti-Nogo antibodies for the first two weeks after

stroke, a neuronal growth promoting immunotherapy already in clinical trials. Early exposure to the enriched environ-

ment resulted in poor outcome: Training intensity was correlated to enhanced systemic inflammation and functional

impairment. In contrast, animals starting intense sensorimotor training two weeks after stroke preceded by the immuno-

therapy revealed better recovery with functional outcome positively correlated to the training intensity and the extent of

re-innervation of the stroke denervated cervical hemi-cord. Our results suggest stroke-induced fatigue as a biological

purposeful reaction of the organism during neuronal remodeling, enabling new circuit formation which will then be

stabilized or pruned in the subsequent rehabilitative training phase. However, intense training too early may lead to

wrong connections and is thus less effective.
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Introduction

For more than 90% of stroke patients, rehabilitative
training is the only treatment option to improve lost
motor functions. However, the neurobiological mechan-
isms underlying internal physiological repair processes
that are influenced by external rehabilitative stimulation
are not well understood. In particular, there is no good
scientific basis to causally link type, intensity, and timing
of different rehabilitative approaches to functional
recovery both in clinical and experimental rehabilitation
trials. Individual rehabilitation courses very often still
appear as ‘black box experience’. The very divergent
outcome of individuals with the same rehabilitative
treatment remains unclear. In particular, little is
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known about the influence of spontaneous ‘self-training’
during daily life as it is often not controlled or recorded
and may be also neglected due to frustration.

Traditionally, rehabilitation starts a few weeks after
the stroke, when patients move from neurology or
internal medicine departments to a specialized rehab
clinic. Early on, mild rehabilitation including early
mobilization within days after stroke is thought to con-
tribute to the benefit of stroke-unit care1 and is recom-
mended in many guidelines. However, when to start
with which kind of training and which intensity is
uncertain as addressed in the literature.2–4 Recently,
in a big multicenter randomized controlled clinical
trial, early mobilization within 24 h after stroke was
compared to a conventional care group.5 Fewer
patients in the early mobilization group had a favorable
outcome than those with standard care. Very early
mobilization also increased mortality rates for those
stroke patients.

Here, we used a Natural Habitat (NH) cage equipped
with multimodal training and monitoring devices to
study individual courses of rehabilitation and outcome
under well-defined conditions in adult rats with large
cortical strokes. We examined five different rehabilitative
groups with a focus on the timing when the animals were
exposed to the enriched environment (EE) – either
immediately or starting two weeks post-insult. In add-
ition, animals also received antibodies – either control or
neuronal growth promoting Anti-Nogo antibodies.
Anti-Nogo-A antibodies have been shown to enhance
neuronal fiber growth and improve impaired motor
function in various animal stroke models and are part
of on-going clinical trials.6–8 A fifth group of rats was
exposed to the NH cage for four weeks continuously
after the stroke without additional treatment.

We analyzed the anatomical reorganization of the
corticospinal tract (CST) system in correlation to
the training activity recorded in the NH cage and the
detailed characterization of motor recovery as well as
blood markers to identify critical time windows to opti-
mize sensorimotor recovery after stroke.

Materials and methods

Animals

A total of 78 adult female Long-Evans rats (200–250 g,
12–16 weeks old, Janvier, France) were included in the
present study. Except during the rehabilitation period
in the NH cage (see below), animals were housed in
groups of two to four in open airflow cages under a
12-h dark/light cycle. Food and water were delivered
ad libitum except for restricted periods during the single
pellet grasping and staircase training and testing
phases. All experimental procedures were approved

by the Veterinary Office of the Canton of Zurich,
Switzerland. They are in accordance with the Stroke
Therapy Academic Industry Roundtable criteria9 for
preclinical stroke investigations.

Experimental set-up

The objective of this study was to examine individual
rehabilitative courses and to define optimized rehabili-
tative protocols. Briefly, rats were trained in the
single pellet grasping task, acclimatized to the NH
cage (Supplementary Figure 1A) followed by a large
photothrombotic stroke destroying a major part of
one hemisphere and in particular targeting the entire
sensorimotor cortex corresponding to their paw-
preference in the grasping task. Immediately after
stroke, we subcutaneously implanted osmotic mini
pumps with intrathecal catheters delivering either IgG
control or Anti-Nogo antibodies or PBS according to
the randomization of animals due to their last perform-
ance in the single pellet task pre-stroke. All pumps were
removed two weeks after stroke. Two days after
the stroke, animals were re-tested in the single pellet
grasping task and again randomized according to
their lesion deficit into early and delayed cohorts by
an independent person (not involved in the behavioral
or anatomical experiments): animals in the ‘Anti-Nogo
parallel’ group received anti-Nogo-A antibodies for the
first two weeks after stroke and were housed in the NH
cage as a form of EE at the same time. The ‘Control
parallel’ group was also housed in the NH cage, but got
a control (IgG) antibody instead of the Anti-Nogo-A
immunotherapy. Animals in the ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’
group or ‘Control sequential’ group were first treated
with the antibodies (Anti-Nogo antibodies or IgG con-
trol antibodies, respectively) for two weeks while
housed in conventional cages, followed by pump
removal and two weeks of housing in the NH cage.
In summary, all four groups received antibody treat-
ment for two weeks and were being housed in the EE
for two weeks – for two groups (‘Early EE’) both treat-
ments were concurrently delivered, while in the two
‘Delayed EE’ groups antibodies were first applied for
two weeks after the stroke and animals were then
exposed to the EE in the NH cage. In a fifth group,
animals were implanted with pumps delivering PBS and
were housed in the NH cage for four weeks starting
immediately after the stroke (‘Continuous EE’). This
group was included to examine the sole influence of
EE for regaining impaired sensorimotor functions.

Anti-Nogo-A and control antibody rats in the ‘Early
EE’ and the ‘Delayed EE’ cohort were coded by
random numbers. Rats of each cohort were housed
together in the NH cage and randomly distributed in
the conventional cages. Experimenters were blind for
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the content of the pumps and the treatments of the
animals throughout the experiment.

To test for the degree of recovery of lost forelimb
function, animals were retested in the single pellet
grasping task 14, 21, and 28–42 days after stroke.
At the end of the rehabilitative schedule, the animals
were exposed to novel (non-trained) tasks (staircase,
narrow beam, plantar heat task), testing their overall
functional recovery. Finally, the CST of all animals was
traced anterogradely with biotinylated dextran amine
(BDA). Rats were perfused three weeks later.

We applied this experimental set-up to N¼ 4 inde-
pendent experiments with 14–23 animals per cohort.
For the last two experiments, we took blood samples
before stroke (baseline), in an acute (7 days), an inter-
mediate (14 days), and in a chronic stage (28–42 days)
after stroke to determine changes in blood parameters
indicating inflammatory and immune responses. Only
animals with a similar, large lesion size and location
destroying the sensorimotor cortex as determined by
ex vivo magnetic resonance (MR) imaging after perfu-
sion were included (n¼ 55 of 78 rats).

As there was no statistically significant difference in
the outcome of lesions, behavior, and anatomy, the data
shown here were pooled from all four experiments. To
exclude any investigator driven bias of a study only the
person implanting the pumps with either control or Anti-
Nogo antibody or PBS randomized animals to the dif-
ferent treatment groups based on the behavioral data
provided by the people responsible for behavioral train-
ing and assessment. This un-blinded investigator respon-
sible for the ‘distribution code’ was not involved in any
further analysis and informed the other blinded investi-
gators at the end of the behavioral, anatomical, and bio-
chemical analysis of the allocation of the animals in the
different treatment groups. The single pellet training and
testing sessions were video-taped and the video material
was analyzed by computer vision specialists who were
also blinded to the treatment groups and used un-super-
vised computer algorithms to quantify the grasping kine-
matics. This study followed the ARRIVE (Animal
Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments) guidelines
(www.nc3rs.org.uk/arrive-guidelines).

The NH cage

The NH cage was designed to provide a form of EE
which allows 24-h activity recording in a three-floor
space enabling the close monitoring of individual activ-
ity and training profiles of animals.10 The single floors
(each 79 cm� 58.5 cm� 52 cm (high)) were linked
through ladders, presenting equipment to train fore
and hind limb motor function. Such training equip-
ment, distributed over the whole area, was only access-
ible through magnetic coil antennas, detecting, and

counting the passages of each animal. Supplementary
Figure 1A depicts the arrangement in the NH cage: The
topmost floor was equipped with a running wheel and a
ladder for the ascent to additional platforms connected
through wooden beams. In the largest of these plat-
forms, the ‘Penthouse’, food was placed to motivate
animals to cross the beams and also train food hand-
ling. The first floor contained the training stations
for grasping function: the grasping boxes, filled with
sugar pellets, and the grasping grid. The elevated grasp-
ing grid was reachable through a vertical rope and filled
with additional food rewards. An animal house, placed
diagonal to the grasping boxes, served as a hiding place.
The drinking possibilities (two 1 l bottles) were placed
next to the standard food on the ground floor in order
to ensure that injured animals which were less willing
to move would not be water or food deprived. A
raised platform served as basis ladder connecting the
ground floor with the first floor and as a gate to the
standard cage. During the whole experiment, the cage
was located in a standard animal housing facility sub-
jected to a 12 h/12 h light–dark cycle.

Tracking of individual activity profiles in the NH cage

RatTrack – the activity recording system – was
designed in collaboration with NewBehavior AG and
FBI Science GmbH as described.10 Activity of rats was
detected with RFID transponders (ISO Standard
11784; T-IS 8010 FDX-B, Datamars, Switzerland),
eight antennas, and a customized software (OLCUS
v2, FBI Science GmbH, Germany). Antennas recog-
nized the specific code of a passaging transponder.
They were placed in front of the wheel (‘Wheel track-
ing’), the two floor entrances (‘Ladder tracking’), the
house, the penthouse (‘Penthouse tracking’), the grasp-
ing box (‘Grasping box tracking’), and the grasping
grid (‘Grasping grid tracking’). The house tracking
(a resting and hiding place for the animals) was
excluded from the analysis except for the sum of all
trackings (‘Total tracking records’).

The OLCUS software recorded the corresponding
transponder code and antenna number as well as the
time of passage. RFID transponders were implanted
above the tail and in the neck region of each rat in
the NH cage, allowing discrimination between whole
and partial passages. One record (Tracking unit) was
defined as detection of both, neck and tail transponders
in sequence (first: neck, second: tail). For the implant-
ation of two RFID transponders, animals were shortly
anesthetized with isoflurane (3–5%). Transponders
were injected subcutaneously in the neck and above
the tail. Implantation was done before determination
of baseline tracking performance prior to stroke sur-
gery (see experimental set-up, Figure 1(a)).
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Figure 1. Strokes induce post-stroke fatigue in rats. (a) Experimental timeline for the five experimental groups (‘Anti-Nogo parallel’,

n¼ 10; ‘Control parallel’, n¼ 14; ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’, n¼ 12; ‘Control sequential’, n¼ 11; ‘Continuous EE’, n¼ 8, EE¼ enriched

environment rehabilitation in Natural Habitat (NH) cage). (b) Left: Representative coronal MR image depicting the photothrombotic

stroke lesion in a rat brain eight weeks after stroke, scale bar¼ 1000mm. Right: Stroke lesion size in all five treatment groups. (c) Left:

Tracking records of overall activity in animals of the ‘Continuous EE’ group up to four weeks after stroke. Right: Activity in the NH

Cage in the first two weeks after stroke for the ‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ and ‘Control parallel’ group compared to activity records for the

‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ and ‘Control sequential’ animals in the third and fourth week after stroke versus baseline. (d) Left: Skilled

forelimb training in the grasping boxes pre- and post-stroke. Right: Circadian post-stroke activity normalized to the pre-stroke baseline

for all four rehabilitation groups. Data are presented as means� s.e.m.; statistical evaluation was carried out with one-way (b, c left

graph) and two-way ANOVA (c right graph, d) repeated measure followed by Bonferroni post hoc; asterisks indicate significances:

*P< 0.05, **P< 0.01, ***P< 0.001.
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Baseline tracking values of animals with an
extreme inactive behavior (Tracking value below 1000;
Average baseline tracking value: 5102� 1521) during
baseline recordings as well as the entire records of ani-
mals with an accidental too long or too short period in
the NH cage were excluded from the analysis (2/55 ani-
mals). The determination of the circadian rhythm was
based on tracking records per hour over the whole base-
line and rehabilitation time in the NH cage. We excluded
days of blood sampling and behavior assessment for
single pellet grasping as well as the first and the last
day of recordings, when animals were only part-time in
the NH cage to avoid confounding effects of these add-
itional stressors in the final analysis for circadian activity.

Besides the activity tracking with the RatTrack
system, animals were filmed 24h/day using infrared cam-
eras (TVCCD 118 B/W camera, Monacor Switzerland
AG, Risch, Switzerland) and infrared illumination (IR-
12/65LED, Monacor Switzerland AG). Cameras were
directed towards the grasping boxes, the grasping grid,
the wheel, and the penthouse. Analysis of the videos was
conducted with VLC media player (2.1.5 Rincewind,
VideoLan organization).

Photothrombotic stroke and antibody treatment

All animals received a unilateral phototrombotic stroke to
the sensorimotor cortex. The side of the stroke was chosen
according to the handedness of the rat identified during
the single pellet grasping training (for details, please see
‘Photothrombotic stroke’, Online-Only Data
Supplement). Pumps for the constant administration of
the function blocking IgG1 mouse monoclonal Anti-
Nogo-A antibody 11C7 or the monoclonal control anti-
body anti-cyclosporine were implanted right after stroke
surgery as described in the Online-Only Data Supplement,
‘Pump implantation for intrathecal delivery of antibodies’.

Training and testing sensorimotor function

As a primary readout, the single pellet grasping task was
used. After the completion of the rehabilitative schedules
(4 weeks after stroke) animals were exposed to novel
tasks of forelimb sensorimotor function and overall
locomotion such as the horizontal ladder test, the
Montoya staircase, the narrow beam task and the plan-
tar heat task in order to determine their non-task specific
levels of recovery for lost or impaired motor functions
(Online-Only Data Supplement).

Assessment of lesion by MR imaging

Lesion size and location were determined with a 7T
small animal MR system (Bruker BioSpin GmbH,
Ettlingen, Germany; Online-Only Data Supplement).

A detailed description for anterograde tracing of
the intact corticospinal tract, blood sampling, body
weight measurement is provided in the Online-Only
Data Supplement.

Kinematics

To analyze the grasping capabilities of animals at
different states of recovery and under different
rehabilitative protocols, we utilized computer vision
to investigate the skilled motor function of the paw
by evaluating the capabilities of the animal to target
the sugar pellet in the task of single pellet grasping.
We performed tracking of the paw by sequential re-
identification, since direct tracking suffers from
occlusion by the other paw, nose, the cage, etc.
Thus, we have trained a classifier11 to distinguish
clutter from actual paws. We then searched in a
local neighborhood around the detection of a previ-
ous frame after shifting this by the previous motion
vector. To estimate the targeting capabilities of the
animal, for each grasp we measured how close the
paw got towards the pellet and recorded the two-
dimensional location of this closest point in the side
view. By averaging over all grasps of all animals in a
cohort, we obtained the spatial distribution of the
targeting (Figure 3(b, c)), indicating the targeting
accuracy.

Statistical analysis

The whole statistical evaluation was performed with
Graph Pad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc.; Version
6.05). All data are expressed as means� s.e.m.
Group-dependent data with several time points
were analyzed using two-way repeated measures
ANOVA and Bonferroni’s post hoc test, e.g. com-
paring different activity records in the NH cage for
the five different rehabilitation groups at different
time points (Figure 1) or blood markers for the dif-
ferent groups at different time points (Figure 2) or
CST fiber sprouting at different laminae (Figure 4(b))
and different spinal cord levels for the rehabilitation
groups (Figure 4(d)). We chose a Bonferroni post
hoc test due to the slightly unbalanced data set
(slightly different group size among the different
rehabilitation groups). An one-way ANOVA
repeated measures plus Bonferroni’s multiple com-
parison test was applied in the case of time-indepen-
dent group values (lesion size analysis among groups
in Figure 1, total CST fiber sprouting in the spinal
cord Figure 4(c)) or comparing activity records at differ-
ent time points within one group (Figure 1(c)). The
sample size for the different rehabilitation groups was
estimated by means and variance of measured data
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means in related work7,8,12 predicted to be sufficient to
detect a statistically significant result in ANOVA with
a¼ 0.05 and power> 0.8. Correlations were demon-
strated carrying out the two-tailed Spearman analysis.
The level of significance was set at *P< 0.05,
**P< 0.01, ***P< 0.001.**

Results

Stroke induces a fatigue syndrome

Rats housed in EEs or NH cages are much more active
and spontaneously train a variety of tasks.10 We used
an NH cage consisting of three floors providing
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training devices for fore- and hind-limb functions for
up to 20 animals (Supplementary Figure 1A).
Subcutaneous transponders in each animal allowed
individual tracking over time providing 24 h/7 days
information about training devices used, training
device preferences, training intensity, and overall activ-
ity of each animal.10 Additional infrared cameras rec-
orded self-initiated training in the EE throughout a 24-
h cycle including the active phase of the animals (6:30
PM to 6:30 AM).

Anti-Nogo antibodies have been shown in various
animal models to stimulate neuronal outgrowth after
stroke and spinal cord injury.6,8,13,14 However, a
recent study7 demonstrated the importance of the
timing when Anti-Nogo treatment was combined with
rehabilitative training. Too early forced training con-
currently to the Anti-Nogo immunotherapy had
resulted in a detrimental outcome. Here, we thus
aimed at examining the effect of Anti-Nogo antibodies
if combined with self-initiated training in the EE where
the intensity of training could be chosen by the animals
themselves.

We compared five different schedules applied after a
large photothrombotic stroke including the sensori-
motor cortex (Figure 1(a)). Only animals with the
same lesion size and location as determined by ex vivo
MRI at the end of the experiment were included in the
final analysis (Figure 1(b), Supplementary Figure 2).

Recording the daily activity in the EE of animals
without antibody treatment during four weeks after
stroke (‘Continuous EE’ cohort) revealed a significant
38%� 7.3% reduction of the activity level in the first
week after the insult (repeated measures one-way
ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni, P< 0.001, F-value
12.1, DF¼ 3, Figure 1(c) left graph), which recovered
to 108.0%� 7.8 in the third week in the EE (first versus
third week, P¼ 0.0005). We then examined activity
levels post-stroke relative to pre-stroke activity in the
NH cage in animals which were exposed to the EE
immediately after insult and received either control
IgG (‘Control parallel’) or Anti-Nogo immunotherapy
(‘Anti-Nogo parallel’) concurrently. A period of post-
stroke reduction in overall activity was also found for
these ‘Early EE’ groups (‘Anti-Nogo parallel’
59.7%� 4.0 of baseline activity first week post stroke,
‘Control parallel’ 76.8%� 14.0 of baseline activity,
Figure 1(c) right graph), however being only significant
for the Nogo-antibody treated group (‘Anti-Nogo
parallel’, Figure 1(c) right graph). This was in sharp
contrast to the behavior of animals for which the self-
initiated training in the NH cage started in the third
week post insult (‘Delayed EE’ cohort consisting of
‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ and ‘Control sequential’ ani-
mals, Figure 1(c) right graph): These animals showed
either baseline (‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ group) or

increased activity levels (‘Control sequential’ group,
150.7%� 24.1 and 142.2%� 19.8 of baseline activity
in the third and fourth week after stroke).
Remarkably, in the group comparison of the Delayed
EE cohort, rats treated with Anti-Nogo-A antibodies
showed lower activity levels than their counterparts
treated with control antibodies. In addition, animals,
which started their self-motivated training two weeks
after stroke (‘Delayed EE’ groups) used significantly
more the grasping boxes in the NH cage to train fine
motor forelimb tasks (Figure 1(d) left graph, P> 0.01,
F-value¼ 6.643, DF¼ 3, two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni) while animals
with early exposure to the EE (‘Anti-Nogo parallel’
and ‘Control parallel’ cohorts) were less willing to
train specific fine motor tasks compared to the
‘Delayed EE’ groups (Supplementary Figure 1B).

We also monitored individual circadian activity pro-
files during the course of rehabilitation in the NH cage,
measured as tracking records/h for 24 h. We found that
the circadian rhythm characterized by its typical activ-
ity peaks at night (in our experiment 6:30 PM to 6:30
AM) and low activity levels during the day (6:30 AM to
6:30 PM) was disturbed in particular within the first
two weeks after stroke, showing a marked depression
of the activity peaks for the ‘Early EE’ cohort
(Supplementary Figure 3). In contrast, the Delayed
EE cohort showed enhanced peak activities in the NH
cage compared to their pre-stroke baseline. ‘Anti-Nogo
sequential’ and ‘Control sequential’ animals had a more
than five times higher activity level at certain time
points in their active phase compared to the two
groups housed immediately after stroke in the NH
cage (Figure 1(d), right graph, P< 0.01 for time point
‘2.5’ and ‘3.0’ AM, two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni, F-value¼ 3.82,
DF¼ 3).

Inflammatory parameters are increased after stroke
and potentiated by early intense training in the EE

As fever and elevated white blood counts are
often reported in stroke patients,15,16 we hypothesized
that the reduced behavioral activity found in the
‘Early EE’ cohort was an inflammation-related effect.
When we monitored body temperature, the acute-phase
protein alpha-2 macroglobulin,17 a marker for systemic
inflammation, and white blood counts before and at
early (7, 14 d) and late (28 d) time points after the
stroke, no differences between Anti-Nogo and control
antibody treated animals were found at any time point
(‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ versus ‘Control parallel’ group
and ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ versus ‘Control sequential’
group; data not shown). We then compared the
‘Early EE’ and ‘Delayed EE’ cohorts to stroke rats
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without any treatment. For animals of all three cohorts
a significant increase of alpha-macroglobulin was mea-
sured seven days after stroke (Figure 2(a), P< 0.05 7 d
versus baseline for all cohorts, F-value¼ 14.8, DF¼ 3,
two-way repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc
Bonferroni). Animals exposed to the EE early
(‘Early EE’ consisting of the ‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ and
‘Control parallel’ group) showed a pronounced, transi-
tory increase in body temperature at 7 d. (Figure 2(b),
P< 0.05, F-value¼ 2.1, DF¼ 2, two-way repeated
measures ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni).
Moreover, there was a positive correlation of activity
levels in the rats with increased body temperature for
the ‘Early EE’ cohort (Figure 2(c), r¼ 0.77, Spearman
correlation). In the ‘Early EE’ cohort leucocytes,
neutrophils and basophils were significantly elevated
7–14 d post insult compared to the healthy baseline
condition (Figure 2(d), two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni). White blood
counts (neutrophils, basophiles, lymphocytes) and
thrombocytes were also in particularly increased in
the ‘Early EE’ cohort compared to animals where
self-motivated training in the NH cage was started
delayed (‘Delayed EE’, Figure 2(d)). Blood cell counts
for animals without antibody treatment did not differ
from baseline. Cell counts of antibody-treated animals
with delayed training did only differ for neutrophils and
lymphocytes (Figure 2(d)) pointing to a slight inflam-
matory reaction to the combination of stroke, catheter
and pump implantation and perhaps antibody applica-
tion also in the ‘Delayed EE’ cohort.

A time window for high-intensity training to improve
sensorimotor recovery

Retrieval of small sugar pellets through a window in the
Plexiglas testing box requires precise targeting of the
forelimb.18 Success rate of pellet retrieval dropped to
19.2%� 2.8 of baseline levels in all rehabilitation
groups two days after stroke (Figure 3(a)). All groups
recovered to a success rate of 40–60% at 14 days, irre-
spectively of the treatment (Figure 3(a)). While rats in
both ‘Early EE’ groups (‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ and
‘Control parallel’) remained on the same poor outcome
level at 28–42 d post insult (Figure 3(a)), starting self-
motivated motor training two weeks after stroke (‘Anti-
Nogo sequential’ and ‘Control sequential’ groups)
resulted in a significant further increase in pellet retrie-
val in the Anti-Nogo-A rats, but not in the control
antibody group (‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ 79.7%� 7.0
of baseline levels, ‘Control sequential’ 56.8%� 3.4,
P< 0.001, F-value¼ 3.96, DF¼ 3, two-way ANOVA
with post hoc Bonferroni, Figure 3(a)). We then specif-
ically assessed the targeting precision of the reaching
movements of the rats (Figure 3(b)): ‘Early EE’ rats

often hit the box wall, missing the window. Their
grasps through the window were also often too short
(Figure 3(b)). In contrast, ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ rats
trained in the NH cage from 14 to 28 d post-stroke,
performed with highly precise, targeted arm and paw
movements: Figure 3(c) shows the difference of fre-
quency distribution of final paw positions between the
‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ and the other rehabilitation
groups: ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ animals target the
sugar pellet more precisely (‘green zone’, Figure 3(c))
than animals of the ‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ and ‘Control
parallel’ group which grasp either too short or too long
(‘red zone’, Figure 3(c)). Differences in targeting for the
‘Control sequential’ and the ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’
group were more subtle.

Furthermore, the more animals trained early in the
NH cage (‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ and ‘Control parallel’
groups), the worse was their final performance in the
novel tasks (Figure 3(d), upper panel). The reverse was
true for the late training groups: the more ‘Anti-Nogo
sequential’ and ‘Control sequential’ animals trained
starting 2 weeks after stroke, the more they succeeded
in the novel tasks (Figure 3(d), lower panel). For both
Anti-Nogo treated groups the correlation between out-
come in the novel tasks and overall activity in the NH
cage was significantly more pronounced than in the cor-
responding control antibody groups (for ‘Anti-Nogo
parallel’ animals r¼�0.86, for ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’
animals r¼ 0.70, P< 0.05, Spearman correlation). Rats
with early exposure to the NH cage (‘Early EE’) were
also slightly less sensitive to noxious heat stimuli over
time and less precise in the Montoya staircase
(Supplementary Figure 4A, B). There was no difference
for the narrow beam and horizontal ladder task among
cohorts (Supplementary Figure 4C, D). A stable body
weight two days after insult was positively correlated to
the recovery of grasping function (Supplementary Figure
5, r¼ 0.33, Spearman correlation).

Corticospinal fibers reinnervating the
denervated hemicord are influenced by Anti-Nogo
and self-initiated high-intensity training

Previously, we have shown that highly repetitive, forced
training of the stroke-impaired forelimb immediately
after stroke in combination with Anti-Nogo immuno-
therapy lead to exuberant and chaotic corticospinal
fiber sprouting from the intact-side CST across the mid-
line of the spinal cord, innervating the stroke dener-
vated cervical hemicord.7 In the present study,
animals could themselves initiate and allot the intensity
of their rehabilitative training on different tasks in the
NH cage. To search for neuroanatomical correlates of
motor recovery, we labeled the intact, contralesional
CST with the anterograde tracer BDA nine weeks
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after stroke (Figure 4(a)). Anti-Nogo-A treated rats
had higher numbers of midline crossing CST fibers
than control antibody rats (Figure 4(b)), but in strong
contrast to the previous study7 animals with concurrent
Anti-Nogo immunotherapy and exposure to the EE
revealed only enhanced innervation of the inner parts
of the ventral horn (CST fiber sprouting at D1 and D2
compared to control groups, P< 0.05, F-value¼ 4.80,
DF¼ 3, two-way repeated measures ANOVA with post
hoc Bonferroni, Figure 4(b)) and the lower cervical
spinal cord levels (C7/C8, Figure 4(d)). Sequential

Anti-Nogo application followed by exposure to the
NH cage resulted in a high proportion of corticospinal
fiber sprouting innervating all cervical spinal cord
segments (Figure 4(c), right panel, P< 0.01,
F-value¼ 5.59, DF¼ 3, one-way ANOVA with post
hoc Bonferroni). CST fiber sprouting in these
‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ animals was positively corre-
lated to the recovery of skilled forelimb function
(Figure 4(e), r¼ 0.32, Spearman correlation) and activ-
ity in the EE (Figure 4(g), r¼ 0.75, Spearman correl-
ation). In contrast, fiber growth and final outcome was
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Figure 3. High-intense self-motivated training starting two weeks after stroke results in significantly higher recovery levels than

rehabilitation initiated immediately after stroke. (a) Success rates in the single-pellet grasping task (‘Anti-Nogo parallel’, n¼ 10;

‘Control parallel’, n¼ 14; ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’, n¼ 12; ‘Control sequential’, n¼ 11). (b) Analysis of grasping kinematics of the

impaired forepaw at baseline (naı̈ve) and during the rehabilitative course for the ‘Early EE’ and ‘Delayed EE’ cohort (for details refer to

methods section, ‘Kinematic analysis’): Animals in the ‘Delayed EE’ group reveal full recovery of the targeting capability within 4–6

weeks after stroke while animals in the ‘Early EE’ group often gasp too short (thin white arrows) or hit the cage wall (thick white

arrow). (c) Detailed analysis of targeting among single groups: The more yellow (in the heat maps) or more positive (in the diagram)

the values, the higher the frequency distribution of final paw positions of ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ animals to that specific location

relative to the sugar pellet (¼white dot, scale bar¼ 1.25 cm). Precise targeting within the ‘green zone’ around the sugar pellet was in

particular pronounced in ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ animals compared to the ‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ and ‘Control parallel’ groups. (d) While

there was a negative correlation between early high-intensity self-motivated training and outcome in the novel tasks for the early

cohorts (r¼�0.86 for ‘Anti-Nogo parallel, r¼�0.31 for ‘Control parallel’, Spearman correlation, upper panel), delayed rehabilitative

training 2 weeks after stroke in the EE (‘Delayed EE’ cohort) was positively correlated to final success rates in the novel tasks (r¼ 0.70

for ‘Anti-Nogo sequential, r¼ 0.52 for ‘Control sequential’, Spearman correlation, lower panel). For (a) data are presented as

means� s.e.m.; statistical evaluation was carried out with two-way ANOVA repeated measure followed by Bonferroni post hoc,

asterisks indicate significances: *P< 0.05, ***P< 0.001.
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negatively correlated for the early trained ‘Anti-Nogo
parallel’ animals (Figure 4(f), r¼�0.7, Spearman cor-
relation), suggesting a negative effect even of the
reduced early training on the growth of CST sprouts
in the denervated spinal cord. A strong negative rela-
tionship between increased body temperature within
the first week after stroke and the amount of CST
fibers in the denervated cervical spinal cord was
detected for the ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ animals
(Figure 4(h), r¼�0.94, Spearman correlation).

Discussion

We found that large cortical strokes induce an early
fatigue syndrome with reduced activity levels during
the first two weeks after insult in our rat stroke
model. Exposing animals within this early phase to an
EE resulted in an increased immune response with ele-
vated body temperature and poorer outcome.
Suppression of the neurite growth inhibitory protein
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Figure 4. Corticospinal fiber sprouting into the denervated cervical hemi-cord. (a) BDA tracer injection into the contralesional pre-

and primary motor cortex labels the corticospinal tract and its fibers sprouting across the spinal cord midline (M) into the stroke

denervated cervical hemi spinal cord over various distances (D1–D4) nine weeks after the stroke (scale bar¼ 200mm). (b) Midline-

crossing fiber values (average over segments C2–C8, related to the total number of BDA-positive fibers in the intact CST) were

significantly higher in the ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ group for all distances, and in the ‘anti-Nogo parallel’ group for the inner half of the

grey matter compared to both control antibody groups. (c) Averaged relative number of total CST fibers (C2–C8) in the denervated

grey matter was significantly higher for the ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ animals compared to the control antibody groups. (d) Segment

specific analysis of midline-crossing CST fiber numbers. While fiber growth was significantly higher for late trained ‘Anti-Nogo

sequential’ animals throughout the cervical spinal cord, increased fiber sprouting in the early trained ‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ rats was only

significant in the distal cervical segments. (e) While fiber growth is positively correlated to the recovery of impaired grasping function

in animals with Anti-Nogo immunotherapy followed by rehabilitative training two weeks after stroke (r¼ 0.32, Spearman correlation),

the reciprocal effect was found in animals with immediate rehabilitative training (f, r¼�0.70, Spearman correlation). (g) For the ‘Anti-

Nogo sequential’ group, the rehabilitation group with excellent outcome, CST fiber growth was positively correlated with training in

the enriched environment starting two weeks after stroke (r¼ 0.75, Spearman correlation), while increased body temperature within
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Nogo-A during the first two weeks after stroke
enhanced sprouting of intact-side CST fibers across
the spinal cord midline and re-innervation of the
CST-denervated grey matter. This fiber density was
positively correlated to the recovery of precision fore-
limb movements in the Anti-Nogo-A rats exposed to
the NH during week 3 and 4 after the stroke.
These animals showed high daily activity and grasp
training scores and reached an eminent recovery level
of sensorimotor function. In contrast, in the ‘Early EE’
Anti-Nogo-A rats which poorly recovered, the amount
of CST fiber density was negatively correlated to the
outcome, suggesting an absence of refinement for the
connections of the newly grown fibers.

Post-stroke objective or subjective fatigue is reported
for around 50% of patients; it often appears early after
stroke, can last for more than a year after the event and
hampers rehabilitation and training. It is usually char-
acterized by a different quality from usual fatigue and
reduced response to rest.19 Affliction of deep brain
structures has been associated with severe post-stroke
fatigue. It is noteworthy, therefore, that we see this type
of early post-stroke fatigue in our rats which have pure
cortical strokes.

Notably, there is a coincidence for the time window
of early post-stroke fatigue and the critical period of
heightened neuroplasticity2,20 inducing fiber sprouting
and synaptic remodeling. A potential link between the
clinical symptom of fatigue and the reorganizational
processes taking place in the CNS after stroke might
be the inflammatory/immune response, which induces
fatigue through cytokine effects in brain areas
involved in interoception and homeostasis.
Furthermore, a systemic immune response could sup-
port different repair processes: In animal models and
human stroke patients, inflammatory signaling has
been described as being instrumental at all stages of
the ischemic cascade.21 In animals with early exposure
to the EE, the physiological immune response was
exaggerated in the first two weeks after stroke when
compared to animals with standard housing. That
early high-intensity training can activate inflammatory
signaling which is then associated with impaired cog-
nition and hippocampal synaptic plasticity has been
demonstrated recently.22

Our study supports also recent clinical findings
where early mobilization of stroke patients within
24 h after stroke resulted in a less favorable outcome
than usual care.5 Our data suggest a physiological,
homeostatic, protective role of early post-stroke fatigue
with the goal to reduce activity levels of the CNS during
the post-injury vulnerable time span where the brain
and whole organism concentrate on repair mechanisms.

Important structural components of the recovered
forelimb movement ability are the sprouts of the CST

that grow from the intact side of the spinal cord over
the midline and innervate the denervated grey matter.
Silencing these fibers by chemogenetics leads to an
immediate, reversible collapse of the skilled forelimb
reaching.7,23 Single animal analysis revealed a positive
correlation for the intensity of the training, the final
functional recovery level and the amount of CST fiber
growth in the ‘Anti-Nogo sequential’ group while in
the ‘Early EE’ ‘Anti-Nogo parallel’ group CST fiber
density was negatively correlated to the final outcome,
suggesting an insufficient or dysfunctional role of
these newly formed corticospinal connections. Both
these results resemble those recently obtained.7 The
present results based on self-motivated activity in
the NH underline the concept that CNS injuries
induce a plasticity and repair response during the ini-
tial (probably growth-) phase in which neuronal net-
work activity should be not further exaggerated by
excessive unspecific external stimulation.7,24,25

Fatigue may be one way by which the organism
ensures this reduced level of activity, thereby protect-
ing the reorganizing CNS. The plastic phase is then
followed by a phase of activity driven selection, sta-
bilization or pruning of the new connections leading
to functional recovery.

The EE provided by our NH cage enabled spontan-
eous task-specific training of fore- and hind-limb tasks
and also general locomotion. We find a significantly
better outcome for animals which were delayed
exposed to the NH cage in the single pellet grasping
task. This ‘Delayed EE’ cohort also showed a ten-
dency to perform better in the novel tasks – staircase
and plantar heat test (although this was not statistic-
ally significant)–, while there was no difference in suc-
cess rates for the more general locomotion tasks
(horizontal ladder and beam) between ‘Delayed’ and
‘Early EE’ cohorts. A reason for these observations
may be that only a limited number of newly formed
or rewired connections exist which become part of a
neuronal circuit specialized for a certain motor behav-
ior. Another possibility would be that non-task spe-
cific training may induce non-directed fibre sprouting
and fails to establish stabilized connections for distinct
fine motor skills.7,25

The results of the present study have direct clinical
implications: Very early intense rehabilitative training
was found to be contraindicated in a recent multicentric
stroke trial.5 Antibodies against Nogo-A or Nogo
receptor components are currently in clinical trials for
spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (www.clinicaltrials.gov). The concept of
a physiological, protective role of the early post-stroke
fatigue provides a basis to optimize current and future
rehabilitative schedules and interventions for stroke
patients.
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